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This paper concerns the problem of describing the degenerations of surfaces 
admitting fibrations over curves, in terms of the degenerations of the base curve 
and the fibers. As an initial step of this attempt, we consider the question of 
finding out for a fibration X t C of a smooth surface over a curve of genus 
> 2, and a degeneration Ii’ : X + A of X (X = X,,, for some to E L!I*). if there 
exists a curve Y + n such that 
(i) n factors through Y and 
(ii) the induced map X = X,, + Y,, is the given fibration on X. 
We note that analogous questions for deformations were studied by using 
general techniques of deformation theory for deformations of arbitrary holo- 
morphic maps (cf. [7]) and by geometric methods in the case of elliptic surfaces 
([2]. Chapter I, Theorem 7.1). 
By using hyperbolic imbeddings of curves, it is easy to see that the answer is 
affirmative (up to bimeromorphic equivalence if one insists to have smooth 3: ) 
if the smooth part X’ + A* of II factors through a smooth curve Y* 1 J’ 
(Proposition 1). The existence of Y* on the other hand is a question on the re- 
lation between the deformations of X and of the mapf’ : X - C. Proposition 2 
shows that locally any deformation of X is induced from a deformation of,f: In 
the final part of the paper, we discuss when this local solution can be extended 
to a global one over A*. 
Throughout the paper we work over C and keep the following notation: 
A = {z : 1-1 < l}. !4* = n - 0. 
,Y is a smooth threefold, 
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U : X + A is a proper, flat holomorphic map smooth over A* and smooth 
fibers contain no exceptional curves of the first kind, 
X0 = 17-l (0) is a reduced divisor with normal crossings, 
X = Xt,, for some lo, admits a fibration f : X -+ C with genus (C) > 2. 
Proposition 1. If X* -+ A* factors through a smooth curve Y * -+ A* of genus 
> 2, then 17 factors through a curve Y/A extending J-)*/A*, via a surjective map 
x--f y. 
Proof. Let G? : X’ --f Y* be the map in the hypothesis of the proposition. 
We assume that Y* is embedded hyperbolically into a curve p : Y -+ A ([6], 
Lemma 5.3). As p is proper, restricting to a compact neighbourhood of 0 E A, 
we may assume that !P takes values in a compact space. X0 being a divisor with 
normal crossings, the problem of extending !P is reduced the case of extending a 
holomorphic map A* + y. The extension in this case exists by ([4], p. 40, The- 
orem 2.1), because for any sequence z, converging to 0, !P(zn) converges by 
compactness. 
Denoting this extension by !P too, for z, E X* converging to z E X0, the in- 
equalities 
d&r z) 2 di)(*(zn), p(z)) > &(P 0 *(z,),P 0 p(z)) 
where d denotes the Kobayashi pseudo-distance, show that p o 9(z,) converges 
to p o 9(z). Therefore, since p o !P(zn) = II -+ U(z) = 0, we see that g(z) E 
y,. Therefore p o 9 = I7 and it follows that 9 is proper. Hence, as we have 
y* C P(X), we get G(X) = Y. 0 
Remarks. 1. In general, y has singularities. Resolving these singularities we 
get a degeneration Yi -+ A with Yi a smooth surface, and taking Xi = 
X xy yi we obtain -ITi : 2’1 + A bimeromorphic to X/A such that 171 factors 
through Yi. 
2. Other than the case of elliptic surfaces with Kodaira dimension 1 ([2], 
Chapter I, Theorem 7.1 (iii)), there are two elementary but noteworthy cases in 
which y* exists. The first is the case of a deformation X* --f A*, where for each 
Xt the image of the albanese map is a curve; for y* we simply take the image of 
the relative albanese map X* + AZb(X*/A*). Deformations of ruled surfaces 
and of surfaces of general type X with K2 < 3x(X) and q(X) 2 2 provide ex- 
amples of this situation ([l], Theorem 2.6). 
The other case is the deformation of a surface of general type admitting a 
hyperelliptic fibration with q(C) 2 2 where C is the image of the canonical 
map. The image C’ of the relative canonical map 
x* + P(&wX*,i\*) 
is a family of ruled surfaces and we take y* = Zmage(C* --) AZb(E*/A*)). 
In general, for y”, we have only a local existence result. More precisely, de- 
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noting by Def(f)(S) (respectively Def(X)(S)) the germs of deformations of 
the holomorphic mapf (respectively the surface X) over a complex germ S, we 
have 
Proposition 2. Let f : X --f C be afibration with base genus > 2. Then for an_‘> 
complex germ S, the natural map De f (f )(S) + De f (X)(S) is surjective. 
Proof. The proof follows from an elementary application of the criterion given 
in ([7], Proposition 1.10). In the notation of loc.cit., i?” is trivially injective since 
H’(,C, 8~) = 0. To see that 
p’ : H’(C,Oc) 4 Ext’(Ox;Lf ‘(Oc).Ux) = H’(X:f *(&)) 
is surjective, we check that in the exact sequence 0 -+ H’(C, 0,) - 
H’(X,f *(@c)) + H”(C,R1f,f *(Oc)) the last term is 0. 
For this, we apply relative duality to get R’f,f ‘(Oc) = OC 6 f*(wx,c)” = 
oc @ (0; B <)” where H’(C, < @ Qc) = 0 ([3], Theorem 3.1). Therefore 
H’(C,R’f+f*(&)) = $H”(C,Oc) @ H”(C,&@FV) = H’(C,Oc@3”). 
Now,asHo(C,~“)=H1(C,~~~~)=O,tensoringO~O~-,Oc-C3_x-~- 
0 with <“, we get H’(C, 0~ @ <“) = 0 and we find H’(C, R’f,f *(Or)) = 0 as 
required. •I 
When all fibers of X’ + A* admit fibrations over curves of fixed genus g > 2, 
the local solutions given in Proposition 2, glue together to give p : Y* - A* if 
the monodromy action is suitable. In fact, if we have Ii’ = p o @ for some 
!@ : X’ -+ y*, then the sequence 0 + R ‘p*(C) + R’ D,(C) and the corre- 
spondence between the representations of 1T’ (A*) and the flat vector bundles 
on A*, show that under the monodromy action, for all t E A*, H ’ (Y,, C) is an 
invariant subspace of H’(X,, C). Under the additional assumption that the 
monodromy is unipotent, we can prove the converse of this observation. 
Proposition 3. Assumptions on X’ + A* and the monodromy being as above, 
possibly after shrinking A to a smaller neighbourhood A’ of 0, we have a smooth 
curvep : y* ---f A’* such that II Id!* ,factors through p. 
Proof. Since for t E A*, H’ (C,, C) 2 H’(X,, C) is invariant under mono- 
dromy, we have a subbundle 4 G R ‘II,(C) of rank 2g over A*. The restriction 
‘Ft’,‘nG of the Hodge bundle X1.’ (I R’D,(C) has fibers H’(C,,R), for 
t E A*. Using this data, we can locally define a multivalued holomorphic map 
where NH, is the Siegel upper plane, {q(t)};= , form a basis for H”( U, ‘H ‘,’ n G) 
and {ai( Pi(t)};=’ f orm a basis for H’ (C,, Z), for t E U. The existence of 
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{Ct?(t),Pi(t)} f o 11 ows from the topological local triviality of X* + A* and the 
monodromy action on the homology. Applying the construction in ([5], Theo- 
rem 2.6), we obtain a polarized bundle d*/A*. Since the monodromy is uni- 
potent, the bundle tiFI”’ fl G extends to a vector bundle over A and taking suit- 
able local sections {~t(t)}f= I at 0 E A of this bundle, we obtain basis for 
H”(C,, 0) for all t close to 0. Then fixing a local section po : A’ --) X with 
PO(O) E X0 - S where S is the singular locus in X0, we define 
by P(P) = (_I&, w;W,. . . > .l$r, w*(t)) modulo periods, for p E X, where the g 
integrals are taken over a path in X,. 
The image of 9 is the desired curve y*. q 
Remark. As a consequence of the unipotency assumption on monodromy, the 
abelian bundle A” in the proof of Proposition 3, can be completed to a fiber 
space A over A so that we have a basis for relative one forms on A ([5], Lemma 
3.6). The differential forms {w:(t)} in the proof are the pullbacks via !F of these 
invariant forms. 
We also note that, the existence of the differentials {w;(t)} is necessary for 
I7 to factor through p : y -+ A. This follows because if II = p o !P, then we 
have p,(S,P*(&,~)) C II,(f2x,n) and over A*, $1, coincides with U+lA and 
p* (‘+,A) is locally free. 
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